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ology. The conference meeting was a great occa-
sion to share experience and knowledge with
other participants, well-known experts as well as
young researches. During the conference Orga-
nizing Committee prepared rich occasional pro-
gramme. On the first day banquet in exclusive
restaurant with exotic plants. On next days all
participants could use from many attractions like
picnic on the sports airport, flying the historical
aeroplane and listening a gipsy team and relax-
ing in salt cave.

The members of Organizing Committee of
ICER 2005 are grateful to all partakers and insti-
tutions they represent and hope it will help to co-
operate and find new solutions and arrange
international researches in the areas of engi-
neering rheology. The Editorial Office of IJAME
has at its disposal some volumes of the confer-
ence proceedings (346 pages, softcover, 40 US$
including postal handling).

Piotr Ratajczak

Third International Conference on Engineering
Rheology ICER 2005 was held from August 23,
2005 to August 26, 2005 at the University of
Zielona Góra, Poland (see the website of IJAME:
www.ijame.uz.zgora.pl). The conference was
organized under the auspices of the Polish Soci-
ety of Engineering Rheology and Committee of
Chemical Engineering, Polish Academy of Sci-
ence. Professor Anna Walicka was coordinating
the work of the Organizing Committee of ICER
2005. She and Professor Edward Walicki were
editors of the conference proceedings published
in the special issue of the quarterly Internation-
al Journal of Applied Mechanics and Engineering.

The Scientific Committee was composed
of the distinguished representatives of the world
rheology. There were over 40 participants at the
conference including 28 foreign guests from 13
countries who presented 50 papers in several ses-
sions: industrial rheology, analytical and numer-
ical methods, rheometry and experimental
methods, intelligent processing of materials. The
conference aroused lively interest. Many promi-
nent experts from all over the world (countries
such as: Algeria, Austria, Belarus, France, Japan,
Korea, Latvia, Morocco, Romania, Russia, Spain,
Thailand, Ukraine and Poland) discussed the
future directions and priorities in the field of rhe-

Figure 1 (left):
Opening ceremony. From
left to right: Prof. A. Walic-
ka, Prof. M. Dziubinski, and
P. Ratajczak.

Figure 2:
Gipsy team on the confer-
ence picnic.
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